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Chapter 651 
Warnia Song said to Marven Ye while driving, “Master Ye, Grandpa has been talking about you for 
several days, and I am afraid that you will not have time to attend his birthday banquet. After you arrive, 
I believe he will be very happy!” 
 
Marven Ye smiled slightly and said, “Since I have promised you, how can I break the appointment.” 
 
“Yeah!” Warnia Song nodded happily, and said: “The person Grandpa wants to see most today is 
probably you.” 
 
While speaking, Warnia Song sighed: “I don’t know what’s going on. Since my grandfather went to see 
the genius doctor Shi a few days ago, he has been talking about you and told me in private that this 
birthday banquet is his greatest wish. You can be there.” 
 
Marven Ye was stunned, Xuan even chuckles. 
 
He knew why Mr. Song kept talking about him and wanted to see himself. 
 
He must have met Shi Tianqi first and saw the magical effect of Shi Tianqi taking Rejuvenating Pill, so he 
must be eager to hope that he can also give him one! 
 
In fact, it is not only the temptation of the old man Song that is difficult to match the rejuvenating pill, all 
the elderly in this world, I am afraid that they are not equal to the huge attraction of the rejuvenating 
pill. 
 
After I received the invitation, I did consider what gift I should prepare for Grandpa Song. 
 
After much deliberation, I feel that people like Mr. Song don’t care about money, so I might as well just 
give him a rejuvenation pill. 
 
Rejuvenation pills are nothing magical to me, and the most expensive cost is nothing more than a 300-
year-old purple ginseng. 
 
What’s more, he helped Wei Liang, the illegitimate son of the Wei family. In order to thank himself, Wei 
Liang gave himself the family-renowned Thousand-Year Snow Ginseng. If the Thousand-Year Snow 
Ginseng is used for refining medicine, the effect is much better than Rejuvenating Pill. . 
 
Therefore, giving Mr. Song a rejuvenation pill not only can sell Mr. Song a great favor, but also does not 
cost much to himself. It can be said that it is multi-purpose. 
 
At this time, Warnia Song said to Marven Ye again: “Master Ye, Grandpa invited a lot of your friends. 
You can have a good time with them later.” 
 
“Oh?” Marven Ye asked with a smile: “Who did you invite?” 
 



Warnia Song said: “Lori Wang, Vice Chairman of Emgrand Group, I heard that you have a good 
relationship with you?” 
 
Marven Ye nodded: “It’s not bad.” 
 
Warnia Song smiled slightly and said, “She will also come today.” 
 
After that, Warnia Song paused slightly, and then said: “As for the Patriarch of the Wang Family and Qin 
Family, naturally it goes without saying that they have always had a good relationship with you, right?” 
 
Marven Ye smiled and said, “That’s right.” 
 
Warnia Song said again: “Grandpa also invited Wei Liang, the chairman of Wei’s Pharmacy. I heard that 
you supported him?” 
 
Marven Ye nodded and said, “Wei Liang is an illegitimate child, and he has not been treated forever. In 
addition, his father and his half-brother offended me, so I picked him up.” 
 
Warnia Song pursed her mouth and said Yan Ran, “Master Ye, I heard that you asked Hong Wu to send 
the father and son to Changbai Mountain to dig ginseng?” 
 
“Yes.” Marven Ye said lightly: “Since he despises Changbai Mountain the most, then I will send him over 
to reflect on it.” 
 
Warnia Song smiled and said: “I heard that the two of them had a miserable life in Changbai Mountain. 
They had to dig ginseng to exchange for some food. Some time ago, the mountain was covered by heavy 
snow. The father and son couldn’t get into the mountain or collect ginseng. So he ran to the villager’s 
house and stole a chicken, but it made people unable to get up from the fight. The cat was chewing on 
the bark in the ruined house.” 
 
Marven Ye asked curiously: “Why do you pay attention to these? Even I didn’t pay attention to the 
recent situation of the two of them.” 
 
Warnia Song blushed and said with a little shame: “I just feel that they are both on their own account, so 
I want to know what kind of punishment they have been punished, and then I asked more about it.” 
 
Marven Ye smiled and said, “Did you pay attention to the group of people who were sent to Jinxi to dig 
coal?” 
 
Warnia Song smiled and said, “Pay attention! They seem to be really miserable. They go to the coal kiln 
for 12 hours a day. The working environment is very bad, the work intensity is heavy, and they still don’t 
have enough food. I heard that there are more than a dozen people in the evening. I kept crying in the 
Chase shop…” 
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Marven Ye smiled and said, “This is the price of harm.” 
 
“Yeah!” Warnia Song nodded heavily, and said: “These people are all to blame.” 



 
While talking, Warnia Song had already drove the car into the Song family villa. 
 
In the courtyard of the villa, Wang Gang, Qin Zhenggang, Orvel Hong, Wei Liang, and Lori Wang had 
been waiting here long ago. As soon as Marven Ye got out of the car, they immediately surrounded 
them. 
 
Warnia Song stopped the car and said to Marven Ye: “Master Ye, take a seat, and I will open the door for 
you.” 
 
Marven Ye said hurriedly: “Don’t be so polite, I can just go down by myself.” 
 
Warnia Song said hurriedly: “No, no! Master Ye, you are today’s distinguished guest. You must do all the 
courtesy you should do, or grandpa will definitely scold me!” 
 
With that, she hurriedly pushed the door of the car, walked around the passenger door, and opened the 
door. 
 
Marven Ye smiled helplessly, and then got out of the car. 
 
He felt that Warnia Song was making a fuss and being too serious, but Warnia Song felt that these 
etiquettes were all essential. Who made grandpa value Master Ye so much. 
 
at the same time! 
 
On the terrace on the second floor of the villa, Roger Wu overlooked the courtyard, taking all the 
performance of Warnia Song and Marven Ye into his eyes. 
 
Since Warnia Song drove out, he has been waiting here, hoping to wait for the distinguished guest 
whom Warnia Song said. 
 
He himself also hoped that the so-called distinguished guest that Warnia Song personally picked up 
would be an old man, preferably a female old man, so that the possibility of love rivals would be 
completely eliminated. 
 
But unexpectedly, Warnia Song actually picked up a young man who was similar to her age! 
 
Moreover, what surprised him even more was that Warnia Song would actually get off the car and open 
the door for the young man! 
 
Roger Wu couldn’t help wondering how much Warnia Song had to pay attention to each other to 
condescend to personally open the door to a young man of the same age? 
 
Could this be the man Warnia Song liked? 
 
This is the best grandson-in-law that Mr. Song misses? 
 
It looks like it must be him! 



 
Thinking of this, Roger Wu’s face was extremely gloomy, and his heart was so angry! 
 
He stared at Marven Ye closely, and looked up and down the strange man. 
 
Although Marven Ye looked handsome, demeaned and chic, from the perspective of his clothes, he was 
an ordinary person who couldn’t be more ordinary. 
 
Roger Wu estimated that Marven Ye’s clothes and shoes totaled only a few thousand Dollar. 
 
A few thousand Dollar is worth a pair of socks. 
 
This kind of person looks like a stinky silk from a bad street. Why does Warnia Song take him so 
seriously? ! 
 
Moreover, seeing Warnia Song’s twitchy and shy gesture like a little woman, you don’t need to guess, 
she must be enamored with this hanging silk! 
 
Roger Wuqi’s fists were clenched, and the force was too strong, making the entire knuckles a little 
white! 
 
Immediately, he felt that he had nowhere to vent his stomach, so he slammed his fist on the railing and 
snarled, “Damn! Where’s the smelly hanging silk, you dare to steal a woman from me, it’s really looking 
for death!” 
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Some guests coming and going on the second floor suddenly cast doubtful glances, wondering why 
Roger Wu and Wu Shaohui suddenly became angry. 
 
Roger Wu glanced at them coldly and said, “What are you looking at? Get out!” 
 
Seeing that these guests all turned their heads and dared not look at this place anymore, Roger Wu had 
a somber face and beckoned to Liu Guang not far away. 
 
Liu Guang ran over and asked diligently: “Wu Shao, what do you want?” 
 
Roger Wu pointed to Marven Ye, who was standing with Warnia Song in the yard, gritted his teeth and 
said: “You can check the identity of this kid for me. I want to see how sacred he is!” 
 
Liu Guang glanced in the direction of Roger Wu’s finger, and this glance made him immediately cracked! 
 
Isn’t this Marven Ye? ! 
 
He knows this person when he turns into ashes! 
 
The reason why my precious son Liu Ming was carved with a knife on his forehead by Orvel Hong was 
because he offended Marven Ye! 
 



Had it not been for Marven Ye, Hong Wu wouldn’t have hurt his son! 
 
Therefore, Hong Wu is just the murderer, and Marven Ye is the culprit! 
 
His son’s forehead was engraved with the words “poor hanging” and became Wrestvel’s laughing stock. 
When he thought of this, he wanted to swallow Marven Ye alive! 
 
However, because he couldn’t provoke Hong Wu, he could only swallow his anger and didn’t even dare 
to let go! 
 
Thinking of this, he immediately gritted his teeth and said: “Back to Wu Shao, this person is called 
Marven Ye!” 
 
Roger Wu asked in a cold voice, “What’s the origin of this hanging silk? I dare to move the woman I like, I 
think he is tired of life!” 
 
Seeing that Roger Wu was very upset with Marven Ye, Liu Guang suddenly became ecstatic! I 
immediately realized that my chance of revenge was here! 
 
Therefore, Liu Guang immediately said to Roger Wu: “Wu Shao, this Marven Ye is the trash son-in-law of 
the Xiao family. As for the Xiao family, it is just a garbage family on the verge of bankruptcy in Wrestvel.” 
 
Roger Wu’s expression became more gloomy, frowning and asking: “Are you sure he is a son-in-law?” 
 
Liu Guang said firmly, “Of course it is.” 
 
After that, he further explained: “His wife is called Avella Xiao, she is very beautiful, and she is the object 
of a crush on many people in Wrestvel, but in the end she married this rubbish. After this rubbish was 
transferred to the Xiao family, he washed clothes every day. She cooks and sweeps the floor. She is a 
housewife. It is said that the poor are dying, and they are very concerned about this matter. No one in 
Wrestvel knows about this matter!” 
 
A trace of coldness and anger flashed in Roger Wu’s eyes. 
 
Before, both he and his father suspected that Warnia Song’s ideal person was most likely the son of 
Yenching’s big family. 
 
If that’s the case, I really don’t have much competitiveness. 
 
But he never expected that all of Warnia Song’s people would turn out to be door-to-door son-in-laws 
who are stubborn and stubborn? 
 
My son-in-law! This proves that Marven Ye is already married! 
 
It’s not just waste, it’s hanging silk, it’s still a husband! 
 
If Warnia Song likes the children of the Yenching family, it can barely make sense. 
 



However, she actually fell in love with a married man, this is simply ruining the three views! 
 
Moreover, he slapped himself in the face! 
 
After all, how can I say that he is also the first family in the south of the Yangtze River. The young master 
of the Wu family, who has nearly 200 billion in assets, can’t even compare to a son-in-law in front of 
Warnia Song? 
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Warnia Song was so enthusiastic and gentle towards him, but so cold and tough towards him, this was 
an insult to herself! 
 
Roger Wu felt the humiliation sincerely. He gritted his teeth at Liu Guang and said coldly: “Liu Guang, I 
will arrange a task for you. If you do it well, I will not treat you badly, but if you do it well, Don’t come to 
see me in the future!” 
 
Liu Guang’s face was stunned, and he blurted out: “Despite Wu Shao’s orders, Liu Guang will do his 
best!” 
 
Roger Wu stared at Marven Ye in the courtyard, and said coldly: “After a while, you can think of a way. I 
want you to humiliate and teach Marven Ye severely in front of Warnia Song. I want him to Warnia Song 
is embarrassed in front of her! It’s best to let him get out of here with his tail in a dingy way!” 
 
Liu Guang was extremely excited. Isn’t this the f*cking opportunity for public revenge? ! 
 
Thinking of this, he blurted out excitedly: “Master, don’t worry, I will go down and meet him soon!” 
 
At this moment, Liu Guang was extremely excited. 
 
He had investigated before that Marven Ye used some feng shui tricks to fool a bunch of big figures in 
Wrestvel. Many people respected him as Master Ye. Orvel Hong, Wang Family, Qin Family, and even 
Song Family all regarded Marven Ye as a guest. , Is an existence that Liu Guang simply can’t afford. 
 
However, Liu Guang feels that he can’t afford to offend, but it doesn’t mean that the Wu family can’t 
offend it! 
 
Since this Marven Ye offended the eldest son of the Wu family, isn’t it a matter of minutes for the Wu 
family to kill him? 
 
Now Young Master Wu lets himself go to the front stand, not only a chance to revenge, but also a 
chance to please the beads! 
 
Kill two birds with one stone, kill two birds with one stone! 
 
With Roger Wu supporting him behind his back, coupled with new hatred and old hatred rushing into his 
heart, Liu Guang was completely boiling. He must bite Marven Ye a piece of meat today, it is best to kill 
Marven Ye directly! 
 



Therefore, Liu Guang immediately said to Roger Wu: “Master Wu, I will go to meet him for a while!” 
 
…… 
 
At this moment, in the courtyard of the villa, when Wang Gang, Qin Zhenggang, Orvel Hong, Wei Liang, 
and Lori Wang saw Marven Ye coming, they hurriedly gathered around and greeted him respectfully. 
 
Wang Gang, Qin Zhenggang, Orvel Hong and Wei Liang all call Marven Ye Master Ye, while Lori Wang 
calls Marven Ye Mr. Ye. 
 
In addition to a few of them, Qin Zhenggang was also followed by a dignified and beautiful beauty. This 
beauty was particularly eye-catching in a light blue evening dress. 
 
Marven Ye took a closer look at the woman, and was surprised to find that this dignified and mature 
beauty is Qin Aoxue who usually wears sportswear, has a heroic look, and a heroic look! 
 
He couldn’t help exclaiming: “Ao Xue, I almost didn’t recognize your dress today!” 
 
Qin Aoxue blushed as soon as she heard this. 
 
She bit her lower lip lightly, and said embarrassedly: “Hello, Master Ye!” 
 
Today, Qin Aoxue came with her father to attend Father Song’s birthday banquet, deliberately dressing 
herself up to be very mature, because after all, she was a few years younger than Marven Ye, and she 
was still in college, for fear that Marven Ye would really treat herself as a younger sister. A more mature 
dress might still make Marven Ye’s heart move. 
 
Marven Ye smiled at her slightly, and said, “You too.” 
 
At this time, Wei Liang hurriedly walked to the front, bowed deeply, and said, “Master Ye, I have been 
waiting for you to inspect the work at Wei’s Pharmaceutical Company. I wonder when Master Ye will 
have time?” 
 
Marven Ye waved his hand and said, “Wei’s Pharmaceutical is yours. You can manage it carefully. There 
is no need for me to inspect the work.” 
 
Wei Liang hurriedly said: “Master Ye, everything I have today is yours. Therefore, everything of Wei’s 
Pharmaceutical is also yours. If you have any needs in the future, just a word, Wei Liang will definitely go 
through fire and water!” 
 
Marven Ye nodded and smiled, and said, “Wei Liang, you are interested.” 
 
Wei Liang bowed deeply again: “Master Ye, this is what Wei Liang should do.” 
 
At this time, a sharp voice suddenly rang: “Oh, fcking, it’s so fcking weird. A bunch of Wrestvel people 
can be regarded as having heads and faces. They actually kneel around a trash hanging wire and lick 
them. This is an eye. Are you blind? Still don’t like your mouth tasteless and want to lick your shit?” 
 



Chapter 655 
No one thought that as soon as Liu Guang jumped out, he dared to start a group of mockery at 
everyone. 
 
These words not only mocked Marven Ye, but also mocked those people who respect Marven Ye. 
 
At this time, Hong Wu almost burst into flames in his eyes. He glared at Liu Guang and cursed coldly: 
“The surname is Liu, are you f*cking looking for death? Do you want to be like your son, let me give it on 
his forehead? How many words did you engrave?!” 
 
Marven Ye looked at Liu Guang with a grim expression, and suddenly realized. 
 
It turns out this guy is Liu Ming’s father. 
 
Liu Ming, the rich second generation who was full of slogans, pretended to be coercive at the Champs 
Elysees Hot Springs, and then asked Hong Wu to engrave the words “Qianghang” on his forehead. 
 
Unexpectedly, his father dared to make trouble for himself at Song’s birthday banquet today. 
 
Liu Guang stared at Hong Wu fiercely at this time, and said coldly: “Hong Wu, don’t you f*cking pretend 
to be in front of me, do you think I’m really afraid of you?” 
 
Having said that, he pointed at Marven Ye and said viciously: “I really don’t understand, like you, the 
smelly silk that can only live by eating soft rice can also appear here! There are still people who have a 
mouthful. A compliment from Master Ye, what’s the matter? Are you blind? Can’t you see the essence 
of your smelly silk?” 
 
Everyone was indignant for a while, and they wanted to do something to Liu Guang, but Marven Ye 
stopped them and said indifferently: “Everyone, today is the birthday of Mr. Song, there is no need to 
fight and make others laugh.” 
 
After speaking, Marven Ye smiled and said to Liu Guang again: “I was thinking about what kind of mental 
retardation can educate a son like Liu Ming. I saw you today and finally found the reason.” 
 
After a pause, Marven Ye said again: “Your son’s fate is your role model, so I advise you to keep a low 
profile and don’t be too awkward. The skin on your forehead is wrinkled. If you really want to use a knife 
to engrave, without you The son’s forehead is so smooth.” 
 
“You…” Liu Guangqi’s chest rose and fell sharply, pointing at Marven Ye and cursed: “Tell you your 
surname is Ye, don’t say I didn’t give you a chance to survive, as long as you kneel down right now and 
let you I also engraved the words “poor hang” on your head, otherwise, I will kill you!” 
 
Marven Ye said disdainfully: “Who gave you the confidence that made you think you could kill me?” 
 
Liu Guang sneered and said, “You are only relying on Hong Wu, a rubbish bastard, to dare to be so 
arrogant, but now I am standing behind the Wu family. Hong Wu is inferior to a dog in front of me. I can 
do it with a wave of my hand. Kill him, not to mention your trash.” 
 



Hong Wu was furious. He rushed over to attack Liu Guang. Marven Ye stopped him and said with a 
smile: “Liu Guang, your master seems a bit unkind. It’s okay to let dogs bite people, but you have to 
show up, right? Otherwise, what if the dog is killed by someone?” 
 
Liu Guang sneered and said: “The surname Ye, don’t think I don’t know what you are. It’s nothing more 
than using those mysterious things to deceive people. These people are still in the dark, waiting for 
them to recover. If I do it, they won’t spare you!” 
 
 
After speaking, he looked at Warnia Song and said seriously: “Miss Song, you are a recognized strong 
woman in Wrestvel. How come you were deceived by this kind of rubbish? And don’t forget, this guy is 
already married, and he is a The door-to-door son-in-law, you are too close to this kind of person, which 
will have a great impact on your reputation. In case everyone misunderstands, I think the first lady in 
Wrestvel actually likes a married married man. , Your reputation can’t be saved!” 
 
Warnia Song’s expression suddenly became very ugly. 
 
She really likes Marven Ye, and Marven Ye is indeed married, but what about? I just like him. Is it wrong 
to like someone from the bottom of my heart? 
 
Besides, even if I am really wrong, do you need Liu Guang to make irresponsible remarks? ! 
 
However, Warnia Song knew in her heart that when Liu Guang said this, she couldn’t get angry. 
 
Because once you get angry, you are likely to be mistaken for anger. 
 
So Warnia Song scolded, “Liu Guang, right? We didn’t have you on the guest list. Who brought you in?” 
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Liu Guang sneered, and said arrogantly: “Of course, Mr. Orvel from the Wu family brought me in! Let me 
tell you, I am from the Wu family now. As far as I know, you don’t have the strength of anyone present. 
Can it be compared with the Wu family? Even if you all add up, it may not be comparable to the Wu 
family! Whoever dares to move me is tantamount to opposing the Wu family!” 
 
After that, Liu Guang’s face was full of triumph. 
 
He knew that as long as he showed the Wu family card, no one would dare to do anything to him. 
 
As he proudly patrolled the surroundings, he suddenly felt a black shadow flashing past, and then he 
slapped his face heavily! 
 
Only this one slapped him in the face. 
 
He staggered almost to the end, and he stood still and found that Marven was the one who hit him. 
 
Marven looked at him with a smile at this time, and said lightly: “If you don’t mention the Wu family, I 
won’t be too lazy to beat you. Since you did, then I will give the Wu family this face!” 
 



“You f*cking dare to hit me? You’re looking for death!” 
 
Liu Guang didn’t expect that he would get a slap in the face when he reported the name of the Wu 
family. Although the f*ck was his own face, in fact, it was the Wu family’s face! 
 
This Marven has nothing more than the ability to fool people, but don’t forget, he offended, none but 
the Wu family, the first family in the south of the Yangtze River! 
 
Marven smiled slightly, raised his hand and slapped him again, and said with a smile: “You think you are 
the dog of the Wu family, so I dare not beat you? Tell you, I beat the dog of the Wu family! If you are not 
convinced , Go back and tell your master, let him come to me!” 
 
In fact, Marven had already understood very much in his heart. 
 
Mr. Orvel and the others have called him before, and the Wu family is now looking for him everywhere. 
 
He is not only the person who turned Wu Qi into a feces-swallowing beast, but also the person Warnia 
loves. 
 
So, give the Wu family some time, and they will definitely find it. 
 
Perhaps, the Wu family has already seen that Warnia like him. 
 
Even the reason why Liu Guang dared to jump out now is probably because the Wu family is behind him. 
 
In this case, he simply forced the Wu family out, and what’s wrong with a dog like Liu Guang? 
 
Liu Guang is really going crazy. 
 
He clearly mentioned the name of Wu family didn’t work well, and Marven was afraid that he would 
die? 
 
It is good! Since he want to die, then he will fulfill his wish! 
 
As soon as Liu Guang thought of Roger, the second young master of the Wu family, he was watching 
from the terrace on the second floor, and he deliberately shouted, “Marven, I have already told you 
clearly that I am from the Wu family, so you still dare to fight Me, do you still have Wu family in your 
eyes?!” 
 
Marven saw that he had been observing from the second-floor terrace of the villa with his peripheral 
light, and guessed that his master should be there. 
 
So he sneered and said loudly, “What is the Wu family? A family that can raise Rubbish like you must be 
very Rubbish itself! It’s just a bunch of Rubbish, and it deserves to appear in my eyes?” 
 
Chapter 657 
When Roger heard Marven insult the Wu family like this, he became furious. 
 



So he immediately turned around and went downstairs, ready to meet Marven for a while. 
 
At this moment, Warnia looked at Liu Guang, who was blushing and swollen by Marven, and called the 
home bodyguard. 
 
As soon as the bodyguard arrived, she pointed at Liu Guang and ordered: “Throw this man out for me! 
Dare to come in again and break his legs!” 
 
“Yes! Miss!” 
 
When the bodyguards heard this, they rushed to the front and held Liu Guang directly to throw him out 
of the Song family. 
 
However, at this moment, a cold voice suddenly rang. 
 
“I see who dares to throw him out!” 
 
With his hands on his back, Roger walked down the stairs step by step, with indifference and anger on 
his face. 
 
Originally, he asked Liu Guang to come over to trouble Marven and prevent Marven from coming off 
stage, in order to slap Marven severely and make him lose face in front of Warnia. 
 
Unexpectedly, this Marven dared to be so arrogant. He didn’t put the Wu family in his eyes at all. He 
slapped Liu Guang twice and slapped almost into a dead dog. 
 
This is not the most important thing! 
 
The most important thing is that this Marven is so bold that he dared to call the Wu family rubbish! 
 
It is simply untolerable, which is unbearable! 
 
When the bodyguards saw Roger come down, they hesitated for a while. After all, he and his father also 
lived in the Song family for a few days, and the bodyguards had long known that they were the 
distinguished guests of the family. 
 
Liu Guang suddenly showed excited eyes and blurted out: “Mr. Wu, you have to call the shots for me!” 
 
Roger glanced at him annoyingly, cursing in his heart, useless dog stuff, no small things can’t be done, 
what use is it of you! 
 
Warnia also frowned at this time and asked: “Roger, what do you mean? What does this matter have to 
do with you?” 
 
Roger said indifferently: “It’s not interesting. Liu Guang is from our Wu family. He came with my dad and 
me. If you want to throw him out now, you just hit our Wu family in the face!” 
 



Then he said to Marven again: “And you, who gave you the courage to beat him, and dare to be 
disrespectful to my Wu family? Now you immediately kneel down and slap yourself, otherwise, don’t 
blame me.” 
 
For him, although Liu Guang is just a dog, this dog can be beaten by himself, but he can’t be beaten by 
others! 
 
Otherwise, where would he put Roger’s face? Where to put the face of Wu family? 
 
Marven looked at him and asked, “What? Is your Wu family very good?” 
 
“Of course.” Roger sneered very arrogantly: “The Wu family is the largest family in the south of the 
Yangtze River, and also a leader in the whole country. You dare to say that Wu family is rubbish?!” 
 
Marven smiled contemptuously, and looked up and down Roger, not to mention, this guy is indeed 
similar to Wu Qi, and he is indeed the brother of a compatriot. 
 
However, before Marven spoke, Warnia hurriedly stepped forward and blurted out: “Roger, this is Liu 
Guang’s provocation first. Don’t embarrass Mr. Ye!” 
 
“Mr. Ye?” Roger was annoyed when he heard Warnia come out to protect Marven, and blurted out: “He 
is just a Rubbish, dare to call him a master?” 
 
Warnia stepped forward and said solemnly: “Roger, please pay attention to your own words! Mr. Ye is 
an idol in my mind, and I can’t tolerate you shaming him!” 
 
Roger didn’t expect that the goddess Warnia was actually Marven’s stinky licking dog! 
 
He couldn’t help crying in resentment in his heart: “How can this guy be compare to me? I am the man 
you should kneel and lick! You are really blind!” 
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Thinking of this, he said coldly: “Warnia, let me tell you, this kid surnamed Ye beat our Wu family’s dog 
and scolded our Wu family. Even if Mr. Song came out to talk, I can’t forgive that!” 
 
After that, he immediately pointed to Liu Guang and shouted to Marven: “Kneel down and kowtow to 
my son, then kneel down and kowtow three heads to me. I will not hold you accountable for this matter 
for now!” 
 
Hearing this, Liu Guang was overjoyed! 
 
Those two slaps just now weren’t in vain, the eldest master has already begun to stand for him! 
 
So Liu Guang covered his face and strode to Marven, arrogantly cursing: “Have you heard? Why don’t 
you kneel down?!” 
 
Marven snorted disdainfully, and suddenly stretched out his hand, grabbed Liu Guang’s neck, and 
directly lifted him in place! 



 
Roger was dumbfounded! 
 
He didn’t expect that Marven could lift Liu Guang, one hundred fifty or sixty kilograms, with one hand, 
and his feet were suspended! 
 
At this time, Liu Guang only felt that his neck was pinched by a strong force, and his feet were kicking 
randomly in the air, but the more he struggled, the more he couldn’t breathe! 
 
Marven looked at Liu Guang and said coldly: “Do you dare to say one more word, I will write on your 
forehead, and I will also engrave the word “poor hang”!” 
 
After that, he threw him to the ground. 
 
Liu Guang slammed, his bones were about to break, but he was already shocked by Marven’s coldness, 
and he crawled to Roger’s side, really afraid to say another word. 
 
Seeing this, Warnia pointed to Liu Guang unceremoniously, and said to several bodyguards, “What are 
you still waiting for? I said, throw this guy out for me!” 
 
As soon as the bodyguard heard this, he rushed forward and dragged Liu Guang up without saying a 
word. 
 
Liu Guang hurriedly shouted: “Mr. Wu, Mr. Wu. Help me mister Wu!” 
 
Roger clenched his fists tightly, this is simply humiliating him without any secret. He has never been 
insulted like this before! 
 
The anger in his eyes couldn’t be turned away, and he gritted his teeth and said to Warnia: “Do you 
know if this Marven is a married man or a waste son-in-law, you actually want to drive me for him?” 
 
Warnia said with a cold face: “Mr. Ye is a distinguished guest of the Song family, and one of the people I 
admire most. Let alone a dog in your family, even if you dare to continue to be disrespectful to Mr. Ye, I 
will do the same!” 
 
Roger sullenly looked at Warnia, then at Marven, sneered. 
 
He was annoyed and observed at Marven coldly and said, “Boy, you are crazy! If you feel that Warnia is 
covering you, you dare to be so arrogant in front of me, haven’t you heard of the reputation of the Wu 
family and Regnar Wu? !” 
 
Marven smiled lightly and said, “I have indeed heard of the name of the Wu family.” 
 
Roger’s expression was cold and contemptuous, and he said arrogantly: “I’ve heard of it. You call Wu 
family rubbish. If you don’t kneel down and beg me for forgiveness, the Wu family will definitely not let 
you go! Even if the king of heaven covering you!” 
 



Marven smiled faintly and said: “The reason why I have heard of the Wu family is because a few days 
ago, there was an internet celebrity on YouTube who robbed Old Master’s sh!t in the hospital toilet!” 
 
“That guy is said to be Wu Qi, he seems to be your Wu family child? It seems that your Wu family child is 
really ruthless, so disgusting things, eating that thing!” 
 
As soon as Marven mentioned about his brother eating sh!t, Roger’s expression suddenly became 
extremely ugly! 
 
d*mn, this is really the biggest stain in the 100-year history of the Wu family! 
 
At this time, Orvel was by the side, imitating a joke on the Internet, and said with an exaggerated 
expression: “f*ck! Ruthless!” 
 
Everyone suddenly laughed. 
 
At this time, Roger’s expression was about to eat people! 
 
Chapter 659 
Roger was so angry that his fists clenched! 
 
He observed at Marven and said coldly: “Good boy, this is your own death. Don’t blame me for not 
giving you a chance! My Wu family will never let you live until tomorrow!” 
 
Before Marven spoke, Warnia immediately shouted: “Roger, dare you!” 
 
Roger said coldly: “What can I not dare?! Do you really think that Wu family can be slaughtered in 
Wrestvel? I tell you! In Wrestvel, everyone must bow to the Wu family!” 
 
Warnia’s face was cold, and she blurted out: “Roger, you are not welcome here, please go out!” 
 
“Let me out?!” Roger widened his eyes, looked at Warnia, and said angrily: “You want to drive me out 
for this stinking silk?” 
 
Warnia said firmly: “Yes! I’ll say it again, please go out!” 
 
At this time, Warnia’s cousin Honor suddenly appeared, and he hurriedly stepped forward and 
persuaded: “Oh, Mr. Wu and Warnia, what are you two arguing about?” 
 
Roger saw Honor coming, and hurriedly said: “Honor is just right for you, your sister, for the sake of a 
mere rag, she is kicking me out!” 
 
Honor glanced at Marven, somewhat embarrassed. 
 
In fact, Honor was also very disdainful of Marven in his heart, but he knew that his grandfather believed 
in him very much, and he valued and respected him, so he didn’t dare to openly disrespect Marven. 
 



Seeing that Marven and Roger seemed to be in conflict, he hurriedly smiled and said, “Oh, this is really 
flooding the Dragon King Temple, and the family doesn’t know the other.” 
 
With that, he hurriedly said to Marven: “Mr. Ye, this is Roger Wu, the eldest son grandson of Regnar Wu 
family.” 
 
Immediately, he hurriedly explained to Roger: “Mr. Orvel, this is Mr. Ye, who once saved my 
grandfather’s life.” 
 
Roger snorted coldly, and said, “What a sh!t master, I think he’s just a liar! He hurt Wu family’s dog and 
called my family garbage. Even if it is the king of heaven or Mr. Ye he’s not here today. I will let him go!” 
 
As soon as he finished speaking, before Roger left, Mr. Song and Regnar walked over from the villa. 
 
When Mr. Song came over, he heard the quarrel happening here, he frowned and asked, “Warnia, 
Honor, what happened?” 
 
Roger saw that Grandpa Song was coming, and hurriedly said, “Grandpa Song, you just came here, and 
Warnia actually drove my people out for this man! And this man said rude things about family, which is 
simply humiliating me. , Humiliate my entire Wu family! You must…” 
 
Before Roger finished speaking, Old Song Song had already walked two steps quickly, stretched his 
hands towards Marven, and said with all his respect: “Mr. Ye, you are here!” 
 
Roger and Regnar on the side were stunned! 
 
Why is the eighty-year-old Mr. Song so respectful to a young man who is very young and well dressed? ! 
 
At this moment, Marven looked at Mr. Song and smiled slightly, and said, “Father, I don’t think you are 
getting better, do you feel a little down these days?” 
 
Mr. Song hurriedly said: “Mr. Ye is really a dragon and a phoenix among people. You can see the aging 
situation at a glance. It’s not a secret. The weather changed a few days ago and I was somewhat infected 
with wind and cold. In addition, I was getting older, so I looked tired. .” 
 
Marven said, “Because your body’s foundation is too weak, the medicine given to you last time is mainly 
used to treat the illnesses and hidden diseases that have accumulated in your body for many years, 
although it has cured all of your problems. But it didn’t improve your physical fitness much.” 
 
Elder Song hurriedly said, “Even so, I am very grateful for Mr. Ye’s life-saving grace. If it weren’t for Mr. 
Ye’s action, the Old Master would have already fallen into the soil, how could he still live to his birthday 
today!” 
 
Marven smiled indifferently, and said: “Today I prepared a birthday gift for you, I believe it will be 
helpful to your current situation.” 
 
When Grandpa Song heard this, his hands and feet trembled with excitement. 
 



Birthday gift? Help the status quo? 
 
Chapter 660 
Could it be… 
 
Could it be… 
 
Could it be the rejuvenating pill that Tianqi had taken? ! 
 
In the past few days, Grandpa Song has dreamed of getting a chance. In dreams, he hoped that Marven 
could give him a rejuvenation pill, and let himself feel the charm of going back in time, so that he could 
live a little more years, and help Song family. Longer and farther. 
 
However, he lived to such an old age, he knew a truth: chances are hard to find! 
 
He dared not go to Marven for medicine, for fear that Marven would be disgusted, so he could only wait 
patiently. 
 
Waiting for the moment when the opportunity comes. 
 
He originally thought that this opportunity would have to wait until the day when his granddaughter 
Warnia and Marven made substantial progress. 
 
However, listening to Marven’s words now, he felt that Marven might really have prepared a 
rejuvenation pill for him as a birthday gift. 
 
However, he was not sure, and he didn’t dare to ask questions directly, so he could only put this great 
expectation in his heart first, bowed his hand to Marven and said, “The Old Master thanks Mr. Ye!” 
 
Regnar frowned, and hurriedly asked Roger next to him in a low voice: “What’s the background of this 
kid?! Old Song actually respects him so much?!” 
 
Roger gritted his posterior molars and blurted out: “Dad! This b@stard is the guest that Warnia 
personally picked up just now! Moreover, I think Warnia is very attached to him!” 
 
“Oh?” Regnar frowned and said, “So that person we are looking for is him?” 
 
Roger nodded hurriedly and said bitterly, “This kid is very arrogant. He beat Liu Guang just now, and 
Warnia made people throw Liu Guang out again!” 
 
“What?!” 
 
Regnar said angrily: “We brought in Liu Guang, which is equivalent to letting us openly clarify that Liu 
Guang is Wu’s dog. This kid knows that it is our dog, so he dare to do it?!” 
 
Roger said annoyedly: “Dad, this kid not only beat Liu Guang, but also called our Wu family rubbish, but 
also openly ridiculed brother’s affairs. I have the heart to kill him!” 
 



When Regnar heard this, his heart was furious! 
 
What he says now is also the second-generation heir of the Wu family, and will soon succeed the old 
father and become the head of the Wu family. However, in the small Wrestvel, there are people who 
dare not give the Wu family face or even insult the Wu family. He could not accept it anyway! 
 
So he immediately opened his mouth and said to Mr. Song: “Uncle Song, this person beat Liu Guang and 
insulted our Wu family. No matter how Liu Guang is the dog of our Wu family, the dignity of my Wu 
family cannot be trampled by anyone. For this matter, you must give me a reasonable explanation!” 
 
When Mr. Song heard this, he already understood the ins and outs of the matter. 
 
It must be Roger’s short-sightedness, which caused Liu Guang to run into Mr. Ye. 
 
Otherwise, how could Mr. Ye be an acquaintance of someone like Liu Guang? 
 
However, the current problem is also very difficult. 
 
One side is Mr. Ye, and the other is Wu Family. Of course, Mr. Ye must do all they can to maintain, but 
the Wu Family is the first in Wrestvel in strength, which really offends them and is very detrimental to 
the Song Family… 
 
However, when he thought of Rejuvenation Pill, Mr. Song immediately put the question behind him! 
 
He sank his face and said sharply to Regnar: “Mr. Regnar, Mr. Ye saved the life of the Old Master! In the 
old house, no one is allowed to insult Mr. Ye!” 
 


